Good Boss Survey

The Best Boss I ever had……. Circle Your Top 10 Selections

1. Created a stress free environment
2. Created an environment of trust and confidence
3. Did not control me
4. Established trust between us
5. Gave me an office with a window
6. Had a history of taking care of people
7. He or She confides in me.
8. Listens to me
9. Made me feel appreciated
10. Made me feel part of the corporate body
11. Made me part of the winning team
12. Make it a fun place to work
13. Paid extremely well
14. Practices the golden rule
15. Provides me high degrees of freedom
16. Respects me
17. Shared credit for our success
18. Shared credit and blame appropriately
19. Serves as a role model
20. Superb motivator
21. Is a good communicator
22. Is a great mentor
23. Is a nice person
24. Is a stress reducer
25. Is a superb teacher
26. Is enthusiastic
27. Is successful
28. Your definition (good boss) ________________________________
Bad Boss Survey

The Worst Boss I ever had………Circle Your Top 10 Selections

1. Closed minded
2. Did not appreciate me
3. Did not share the vision with us
4. Did not let us know what’s going on
5. Did not respect me
6. Does not listen
7. Does not delegate
8. Had too many rules
9. Hard headed
10. Kept the office in turmoil
11. Lacked ethics
12. Left me out of the inner circle
13. Played favorites
14. Places blame on others when it was his/her mistake
15. Not approachable
16. Takes credit for my work and ideas
17. Under paid me
18. Vindictive
19. Is a decision making bottleneck
20. Is a micro-manager
21. Is dumb
22. Is mean spirited
23. Is not stable
24. Is not a leader
25. Is politically insensitive
26. Is too demanding
27. Yelled at employees
28. Your definition (bad boss) ____________________________